Key:
- First floor
- Main floor
- Ground floor
- Basement
- Main entrance

Others:
- MSK Café
- The Pond

Click on the yellow labels to learn more about each location.
Academic Entrance

- Central location
  - Near the Rotunda and right outside the library
  - Great meeting spot
- Benches set up both in the lobby and outside
- Perfect place to eat outside and get some fresh air (just be warned it gets windy)
- Ideal for people who want a moderately quiet place to eat
The tried and true lunch spot

- Seating area is always open – plenty of tables and chairs around
- Great space for club meetings or getting lunch with friends (socially distant of course)

UConn Health Café

- Soups, salads, deli, prepackaged food, coffee bar, snacks, bistro grill, sushi days, etc.
- **Current hours of operation:**
  - Monday - Friday: 6:30 am - 8:00 pm
  - Weekends/Holidays: 7:30 am – 7:00 pm
Classrooms

A -> Around the Rotunda
B -> Side hallway leading to the Rotunda
C -> Hallway between Rotunda and Cafeteria

Great place if you need to study through lunch!

- Almost always unlocked and available - unless in use by a class
- Have tables, TV/projector, and white boards
  - Fun fact: some of the rooms have a whiteboard painted wall (just make sure you’re drawing on the right wall lol)
- Relatively quiet space
- Can get filled up quickly closer to LEAP time
Enter Upper Patio through doors on the Main Floor. One of these doors will be on your left immediately after you turn left onto “the long hallway” on your walk to class.
There are several tables and chairs inside the library on the first and second floors.

*Not pictured is the lounge area in learning resource center on the second floor of the library.*

Great place to grab a bite and cram between classes, but if your snack is baby carrots or a bag of chips perhaps you’ll want to find a slightly less quiet place.
The Musculoskeletal Institute (a.k.a. MSI) is the building immediately adjacent to the student parking garage. You can enter the 4th floor via the ramp which is just down the hill from the bus stop, or from the lower entrances by taking the elevators in the parking garage. On the first floor of MSI is Marbles Café.
You can enter the patio through glass doors to your left after you pass through Piano Area coming from hospital entrance.

Tables and chairs available seasonally.

Only a minute from the cafeteria.

A great place to get some fresh air while studying or eating!
• A beautiful space to sit, study and eat while listening to everyone’s favorite ghost piano.
• Enjoy your meal or catch up on ReALMs while listening to a classical rendition of “Wrecking Ball”.
• Directly up the stairs from the hospital entrance. You will pass through here entering and leaving campus!
• Right next to Starbucks!
You may choose to eat in the Rotunda itself at one of the many tables. A great option when your schedule is tight!

There are also seating areas in front and in back of the Rotunda. Those by the windows are really great for some vitamin D! (or a nice snowy view)
Starbucks

• Walk up the stairs of the hospital entrance. Take an immediate right down the hallway overlooking the hospital lobby.

• There is minimal seating inside Starbucks but the Piano Area is steps away!

• Grab your favorite drink to kickstart your day or prepare you for afternoon classes 😊

• Current Opening Hours:
  • 7:30am – 3:30pm on Weekdays
  • Closed on Saturdays and Sundays.
If you walk in the Academic Entrance and turn right, the student lounge is tucked into a corner on the left, across from a lecture hall mainly used by dental students.

Use your badge to swipe in, then enjoy the indoor or outdoor tables.

There is also ping pong, foosball, pool, a TV, several microwaves and mini kitchen that you can use. Fair warning, the line for the microwaves can get quite long when everyone gets out of class!
As you walk up from the employee parking garage (where you will park) this hill will be on your left side.

Enjoy some fresh air and a little picnic when the weather is nice!
The Pond

Walk down the hill toward the Farmington Ave entrance to campus. After the roundabout, turn right and you will see the pond!

This is a great choice for when you need to get away from school and enjoy the fresh air, just be wary of the geese!
This is the lobby you will walk into as you enter from the parking garage.

These tables and chairs are usually empty, so this is a good bet when the hospital is busy.